
Three Small games in the British Empire +2
PREOPEN∗

Players: 2

Length: 10-25 minutes

Age: 10+

Preface

Thank you for purchasing ”Three

Small Games in the British Empire

+2”. This product includes five differ-

ent games using the same components.

You can either play along the game

flow of ”best of three”, as explained in

the section <Game flow for best of

three>, or play any of the five games

individually.

∗ https://twitter.com/pre_open

Components

Number tiles ”1” × 2

”2” × 3

”3” × 2

Chips Blue × 12

Red × 6

Green × 2

Yellow × 1

Screen × 2

Bag × 1

Game cards × 5

Game flow for best of three

Follow the steps below to de-

cide which three games to play for

the match, as well as the order in

which to play them.

• Randomly pick three out of five

game cards. The games represented

by these cards are played for this

best of three match.

• Decide the order in which to play

the three games. Each game has a

constraint on the order in which it

can be played, as represented by the



number(s) in the top left corner of

the card (see examples below).

• The winner of a game receives

the game card matching the game

played.

• The first player to acquire two game

cards wins the best of three match.

<Example 1>

You picked ”Gaze into the abyss”,

”Futakotamagawa Fireworks Festival”,

and ”Holmes vs Moriarty”. ”Holmes

vs Moriarty” is third-game only, so it

automatically becomes the third game.

”Gaze into the abyss” and ”Futakotam-

agawa Fireworks Festival” can both be

the first, second, or third game, so you

choose either one to be the first game,

and the other the second.

The following diagram represents the

entire game flow for this example match

where with ”Gaze into the abyss” cho-

sen as the first game.

<Example 2>

You picked ”Gaze into the abyss”,

”Building Blocks Brawl”, and ”15

pounds of 4 cheeses”. ”15 pounds of 4

cheeses” is first-game only, and ”Build-

ing Blocks Brawl” is second-game only,

so their orders are determined as such.

”Gaze into the abyss” can be the first,

second, or third game, so it will take the

remaining spot and becomes the third

game.



Overview of the games

Gaze into the abyss

This is a deduction and

strategy game. Each

player tries to guess how

many chips their opponent

is holding in the hand.

Futakotamagawa Fireworks Festival

This is a strategy game.

Both players point at either

one of two cards simulta-

neously, and if they both

point at the same tile, the player who is

holding chips with greater value claims

the tile.

Holmes vs Moriarty

This is a deduction

game. Both players re-

ceive eight chips, and try to

deduct the remaining chips

in the bag. Unlike ordinary de-

duction games, this game does

not have a dedicated questioning

phase.

Building Blocks Brawl

This is a strategy game.

The game ends when either

player draws the third ”2”

card, and the winner is de-

termined by ”the sum of the numbers on

the tiles claimed” times ”the total value

of chips remaining”.

15 pounds of 4 cheeses

This is a strategy game.

Each player uses their tiles

in order to complete a col-

lection of chips.



Gaze into the abyss

Length: 5-10 minutes

Game Designer: Kumeta

Qty. Value Transfer process

Blue × 6 1 Hand over

Red × 3 1 Put on bag

Green × 1 3 Hand over

Game flow

1. Each player places a screen and hide

their ten chips (see the table) be-

hind their screen as shown in the

previous diagram. Stack seven tiles

face down and use them as the deck.

Decide which player goes first, and

give them the yellow chip.

2. Draw one tile from the deck and

place it on the field face up.

3. Each player takes one or more

chips behind their screen, and hold

them in the hand.

4. The player with the yellow chip

announces the number of chips

they think their opponent is hold-

ing.

5. The player without the yellow chip

does the same.

6. Both players reveal their chips in

the hand.

7. Calculate the total chip value for

each player according to the table.

The player with the greater total

chip value claims the tile on the

field. They place the tile claimed

near their screen where their oppo-

nent can see it.

＊ However, the total chip value is

reduced to zero if the number of

chips the player is holding is cor-

rectly announced by their opponent



in step 6.

＊ If both players have the same

total value that is one or

greater, the player who used

the greater number of blue

chips claims the tile. If the num-

bers of the blue chips are the same,

neither player claims the tile.

8. Transfer all the chips used accord-

ing to the transfer process described

in the previous table. The player

with the yellow chip hands it over

to their opponent.

9. If there is no tiles left on the field,

draw one tile from the deck and

place it face up on the field.

10. Repeat steps 3.-9. The player

whose sum of the numbers

on their tiles reaches six or

greater first becomes the winner

of the game.



Futakotamagawa

Fireworks

Festival

Length: 5-10 minutes

Game Designer: Ao no hito

Qty. Value

Blue × 6 10 pence

Red × 3 50 pence

Green × 1 100 pence

Game flow

1. Each player places a screen and hide

their ten chips (see the table) be-

hind their screen as shown in the

previous diagram. Place the yellow

chip in the centre of the field. Stack

seven tiles face down and use them

as the deck.

2. Draw two tiles from the deck, and

place them on the field face up.

3. Each player takes zero or more

chips behind their screen, and hold

them in the hand.

4. Both players simultaneously

point their finger at either of the

two tiles on the field.

5. If both players point at the same tile

Reveal the chips in the

hand and decide the highest

bidder as explained below.

If players point at different tiles

If there are one or more chips

on the card a player pointed

at, they claim any one chip

they want from these. Af-

ter that, both players place the

chips they are holding on the

tile they pointed at.

＊ In either case, each player puts

all the chips they win behind their

screen.



6. Repeat steps 3.-5. The player

whose sum of the numbers

on their tiles reaches six or

greater first becomes the winner

of the game.

Deciding the highest bidder

The player with the greater total chip

value is the highest bidder. If this is

a tie, give the used chips back to each

player, and skip the rest of this section.

• The highest bidder puts all the

chips they used in the bag, and

claims the tile along with all the

chips placed on it. They place the

tile claimed near their screen where

their opponent can see it.

• The other player puts all the chips

back behind their screen, and draw

a tile from the deck and place it on

the field face up.



Holmes vs Moriarty

Length: 10-15 minutes

Game Designer: Kumeta

Table 1 Description of 21 chips

Qty. Role Value

Blue × 12 Maids 1

Red × 6 Guards 2

Green × 2 Daughters 3

Yellow × 1 Mrs Adelka* X

* Mrs Adelka’s chip can be treated as

if it were any one of the chips used

along with it.

Table 2 Score sheet

1 2 3 · · ·
Holmes · · ·
Moriarty · · ·

Story

After two games, the winner of the

match was yet to be decided.

”How about a little break?” suggested

Nemaro Adelka, the owner of this man-

sion and a mysterious elderly business-

man who had been the centre of British

people’s gossips for the past several

years. It started with some lower-class

newspaper article introducing him as a

mere satire, which sparked many peo-

ple’s interest in him.

He had been a pen pal of mine for

quite some time, mostly to share our

passion for smoking, which was also the

reason we started writing letters in the

first place. But it was only two hours

ago when I met him in person for the

first time and was surprised by how

much younger he looked than I imag-

ined. His wife told me he always looked

younger than his age. She said with

a hint of sadness in her voice that she

started to avoid being around him be-

cause his youthfulness would make her

look older in comparison.

As I left the room, I saw two young

women in a fine dress in the distance,

but they darted into another room as

soon as they realized my presence.

”Who could they be?”

”They’re Mr Adelka’s daughters, Al-



ice and Erica,” replied a guard in a red

uniform. ”They seemed awfully inter-

ested in you two. They’d been watching

you play through the door this whole

time.”

”Why didn’t they just come in?”

”They had their reasons.”

”I suppose. Well, have a nice day.”

Moriarty was already there when I got

to the smoking room, and one of the

mansion’s maids welcomed me with a

pipe of tobacco in her hand.

”Mr Adelka told me to give this to

you. He ordered this just for you as he

promised in the letter.”

”Why, thank you very much.”

She lit my pipe and left the room.

There were nobody else in the room be-

sides Moriarty and I, and both of us

kept to ourselves enjoying the smoke

and wandering about the room. Then, a

horrified scream of a woman was heard

from the outside. We rushed out of the

room and found Nemaro’s lifeless body.

I immediately began an investigation

on Nemaro’s murder. There were 21

people in the mansion at the time of

the murder aside from Moriarty and I:

12 maids, six guards, his two daugters,

and his wife. After some investigation,

I found that eight of them had a legit-

imate alibi, and the fact that Nemaro

was murdered by a group of five people.

But that was as far as I got. As a last

resort, Moriarty and I decided to share

the evidence.

Which of us could reveal the identities

of murderers first?



Game flow

1. On a piece of paper, draw a score

sheet similar to the one in Table 2.

The player who won in the previ-

ous game plays as Holmes, and the

other as Moriarty (When playing

this game standalone, decide the

roles in any way you want).

2. Put all 21 chips (see Table 1) in the

bag.

3. Each player grabs eight chips from

the bag without looking inside, and

hide them behind their screen.

4. Draw one tile (or two tiles for

the first time of the game) from

the deck, and place it/them on the

field face up. The first two tiles

of the game must be placed right-

side up from Holmes’ perspective.

From the third tile on, place it next

to the previous tile so that it is

right-side up from Moriarty’s per-

spective, then Holmes’, then Mori-

arty’s, and so on.

5. The player who can see the most

recently placed tile(s) right-side up

goes first. They place chips from

behind their screen so that the sum

of chip values equals the tile’s num-

ber (or the sum of numbers on two

tiles). If is is impossible, then they

place chips with the greater total

value than the tile’s number (or the

sum of numbers on two tiles).

6. The other player places chips ac-

cording to the ”follow principles”.

However, if the other player

could not place the chips the

the total value matching the

tile’s number (or the sum of

numbers on two tiles), ignore

the ”follow principles” and

place the chips as instructed in

step 5.

<Follow principles>

A player must place the exact

same set of chips the opponent

placed if possible. In case this

is not possible, they must place

chips so that the sum of chip

values equals the tile’s number

(or the sum of numbers on two

tiles). If again this is not pos-

sible, they must place chips so

that the sum of chip values is

greater than the tile’s number

(or the sum of numbers on two

tiles).

7. Either player grabs a chip from the

bag and place it on a tile. Repeat

this process until every tile has

exactly one chip on it.

8. Repeat steps 4.-7. After step 7.,

if the number of remaining chips



in the bag is three or less, ei-

ther player can ”make an announce-

ment” whenever they want.

<Making an announcement>

Deduce the colours of all the

chips currently inside the bag,

and say it aloud. Check if the

deduction is correct by empty-

ing the bag.

When the deduction is correct

The player who made

the announcement scores

the points of 2 × the

number of chips they

have behind their

screen.

When the deduction is incorrect

The other player (the

one who didn’t make the

announcement) scores 5

points.

＊ In either case, if the player

scoring the points have Mrs

Adelka’s (yellow) chip, the

points to be scored are reduced

by half. Round down the score

to the nearest integer.

If a chip is placed on the 5th tile

before either player’s annoucement,

it is a tie. In this case, go back to

step 1.

9. Players switch roles of Holmes and

Moriarty, and repeat steps 2.-8.

The first player to score 12 or more

points in total becomes the winner.



Game example

This is an example of a flow of a round

(steps 2.-8. of <Game flow>).

(1) Placing two tiles

The diagrams are from the perspec-

tive of Holmes. This means Holmes

places chips the bottom side of the di-

agram and Moriarty the top side. The

first two tiles are placed so that they are

right-side up from Holmes’ perspective.

(2) Placing chips

Holmes places chips first. Here, the

sum of numbers on the two tiles is 5,

so the total chip value to be placed

must equal 5. The diagram shows that

Holmes placed one green chip and one

red chip, while Moriarty placed two

red chips and one blue chip. Mori-

arty couldn’t place the exact same set

of chips Holmes placed as instructed by

the first of the follow principles, from

which Holmes can deduce that Moriarty

does not have a green chip.

(3) Grabbing two chips from the bag

Two chips are taken out from the bag

and placed on top of the two tiles on

the field. Now that the number fo chips

in the bag is three, either player can

make an announcement whenever they

like. Holmes can deduce one of the chips

in the bag to be green based on the fact

that there is one green chip on the field

and that Moriarty does not have a green

chip. However, the colours of the re-

maining two chips are still unknown.

(4) Placing a tile

Moriarty goes first this time around,

so the tile must be placed right-side up

from Moriarty’s perspective.



(5) Placing chips

Moriarty placed one blue chip, so

Holmes also placed one blue chip ac-

cording to the follow principles.

(6) Grabbing a chip from the bag

The yellow chip was taken out from

the bag. Holmes can now deduce that

the two chips in the bag have colours of

green and blue, or green and red.

(7) Placing a tile

Holmes goes first again this time

around, so the tile must be placed right-

side up from Holmes’ perspective.

(8) Placing chips

Holmes placed two blue chips, and

Moriarty also placed two blue chips. 11

out of 12 blue chips are visible on the

field and behind their screen, so one blue

chip are not visible to Holmes. Also, 4

out of 6 red chips are on the field, so two

red chips are not visible to Holmes.

(9) Grabbing a chip from the bag

A green chip was taken out from the

bag. At this point, there is only one chip

remaining in the bag, which can either

be blue or green. As established before,

one blue chip and 2 red chips are not vis-

ible to Holmes. Thus, the colour of the

chip in the bag has a higher chance of

being red than blue. Holmes annouces

there is one red chip in the bag.



(10) Scoring

After making the announcement,

Holmes empties the bag and finds out

that there was indeed one red chip in

the bag. Holmes had three chips left be-

hind the screen, so he scores 2 × 3 = 6

points. Write down the points scored in

the score sheet, put all the chips back

in the bag, switch the roles of Holmes

and Moriarty, and proceed to the next

round.



Building Blocks

Brawl

Length: 5-10 minutes

Game Designer: Kumeta

Qty. Value

Blue × 6 1

Red × 3 2

Green × 1 3

Preparation

Each player hides six blue chips, three

red chips, and one green chip behind

their screen as shown in the diagram.

Stack seven tiles face down and use

them as the deck. Place the yellow chip

between the bag and the deck.

Game flow

1. Draw one tile from the deck and

place it on the field face up.

2. Each player takes zero or more

chips behind their screen, and hold

them in the hand.

3. Reveal the chips in the hand.

4. Compare the total values of the

chips in the hand.

The player with the greater to-

tal value puts the all chips they

used in the bag, and claims the

tile on the field. They place the

tile claimed near their screen where

their opponent can see it.

The player with the lesser total

value puts all the chips they used

back behind their screen.

＊ In case of a tie, both players

put the chips they used back behind

their screen.

5. Repeat steps 1.-4. If the third ”2”

tile is drawn in step 1., skip straight

to step 6. and decide the winner.



6. Calculate ”The sum of num-

bers on the tiles claimed” ×
”The total value of the remain-

ing chips”. The player with the

greater result becomes the winner

of the game. In case of a tie, the

winner is the player who claimed a

tile most recently.

<Example of deciding the winner>

At the end of the game, Alice had

five blue chips, two red chips, and

zero green chips, while Bob had two

blue chips, one red chip, and one

green chip. As for number tiles, Al-

ice claimed ”1” and ”3”, while Bob

claimed ”2” and ”3”.

The final score for Alice is

(5×1+2×2+0×3)×(1+3) = 36.

The final score for Bob is

(2×1+1×2+1×3)×(2+3) = 35.

So Alice is the winner.



15 pounds of

4 cheeses

Length: 5-10 minutes

Game Designer: Kumeta

Qty. Value

Blue × 12 1

Red × 6 2

Green × 2 3

Yellow × 1 4

Preparation

Put all the chips in the bag and give

each player a hand of three tiles with

the number ”1”, ”2”, and ”3”, as shown

in the previous diagram. Place the re-

maining ”2” tile on the field, which is

used for ”heads and tails” later.

Flow of a round

The following are the three phases

that make up one round.

Action ordering phase

Both players choose one tile from the

hand and reveal it simultaneously.

Put aside the tiles used here somewhere

else so as not to mixed them up with

hands or the field.

Duel phase

If both players used the tiles of the

same number in the action ordering

phase, proceed with the duel phase as

described in this section. Otherwise

skip to the action phase.

<Duel>

1. Each player takes zero or

more chips behind their

screen, and hold them in the

hand.

2. Calculate the total chip value

for each player. The player



with the greater total value

wins the duel and claims any

one of the opponent’s chips in-

cluding the ones they have just

used.

＊ In case of a tie, decide the

winner by ”heads and tails” us-

ing the ”2” tile on the field.

3. The winner of the duel places

all the chips they used on the

field. The loser puts all the

chips they used back behind

their screen.

Action phase

Starting with the player with the

smaller tile number in the action or-

dering phase or the winner of the duel

phase, perform either action A or

B.

A Grab from the bag the same num-

ber of chips as the number on the

tile used. If all the chips are the

same colour, they get to keep all

of them. Otherwise, they only get

to keep one chip that has the least

value and the rest is placed on the

field.

B Exchange chips between ones be-

hind their screen and ones on the

field with the following constraint:

the total value of the chips be-

hind their screen after the exchange

must be equal to ”the total value

of the chips that were behind their

screen at the start of the duel

phase” + ”the number on the tile

they used”. They can exchange all

the chips they have, exchange some

chips and keep the rest, or do not

exchange at all.

<Example 1>

You have one red chip behind

your screen and used the ”2”

tile. You exchanged your chips

as follows:

”One red chip (2) + the

tile number (2)”

⇔ ”One blue chip (1) + one

green chip (3)” on the field

After this exchange, you are

left with one blue chip and one

green chip behind your screen

＊ Numbers inside parenthe-

ses represent values of chips or

tiles.

<Example 2>

You have two blue chips and

one red chip behind your

screen and used the ”3” tile.

You exchanged your chips as

follows:



”One blue chip (1) + the

tile number (3)”

⇔ ”One yellow chip (4)”

on the field

After this exchange, you are

left with one blue chip, one red

chip, and one yellow chip be-

hind your screen

＊ Numbers inside parenthe-

ses represent values of chips or

tiles.

＊ Number tiles are used up after

three rounds. When this happens, re-

store all number tiles back to your hand.

After the action phase is finished, if

a player satisfies either of the following

conditions, they become the winner of

the game.

1. A player has at least one chip

for all 4 colours

2. A player’s chips worth 15 or

more in total

Otherwise, go back to the action or-

dering phase and repeat the round.
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